INTRODUCING

luxe home
"For years I’ve daydreamed about a Peruvian Connection Home Collection,” says our founder, Annie. “When I fall in love with a print, I want to live with it, not just look at it in my closet. Since many of our original prints lend themselves beautifully to home textiles, like bedding, tablecloths, and napkins—not to mention wallpaper, gift wrap, and paper goods—it just seemed like an obvious extension for the brand.”

Annie Harbelin
owner/co-founder
botanica floral

Layer upon layer of stunning prints and sumptuous bohemian textures in a palette of earthy hues— from 17th century Dutch botanicals on luxe cotton sateen (Botanica Floral Duvet and Shams) and handpainted watercolor stripes on cotton sateen sheets, to an Arts & Crafts stencil matelassé coverlet set and a Scando-chic Fair Isle stripe alpaca pillow. And for extra coziness, alpaca fur pillows and a cable knit throw in a luxe blend of cotton, alpaca and wool.
magnolia

Out-of-this-world opulence for the bed. Pile it on with our globally glamorous montage of prints and textures, featuring hand-painted magnolias inspired by a Chinese embroidery, darkly romantic sateen sheets that echo a Renaissance tapestry, a textural matelassé Arts and Crafts coverlet set and the same stencil motif knit into a soft alpaca and wool throw and pillow.
intermix

For a fresh look, try the Magnolia Duvet with our Bengal Stripe Sheet Set, in handpainted pinstripes on cotton sateen. Add the Arts and Crafts knit alpaca throw and pillow for depth.
We picked some of our favorite prints from the archive to pattern these sumptuous velvet pillows. Detailed with solid color velvet backing, zip closure and primo down inserts.
throws

Knit in sumptuous cables and Fair Isle patterns or woven of soft, snuggly alpaca, these throw blankets add inviting warmth to bed, sofa or cabin. A fabulous gift.
Our thought was to start with premium fibers and fabrics then bring them to life in patterns and colors that awaken a nostalgia, a softened memory of the past.
lounge

Made for cocooning, a sensuous, pencil-striped gown and luxury for the feet, snuggly soft alpaca socks knit in Peruvian manta stripes—inspired stocking stuffers for one and all.
Deliciously soft in pima jersey and garnished with crocheted flowers or detailed in columns of smocking, these sumptuous knit gowns make staying home all the more appealing.
**BOTANICA FLORAL BED**

M-960152  Botanica Floral Duvet Cover Set, Full/Queen, King, Cal. King  
(Portugal) ................................................................................................................ $355 - $430

M-960162  Botanica Floral Shams, Standard, King, Euro  
(Portugal) ................................................................................................................ $85 - $100

M-960172  Bengal Stripe Sheet Set, Queen, King, Cal. King  
(Portugal) ................................................................................................................ $215 - $250

M-960292  Arts and Crafts Matelassé Coverlet Set, Queen or King  
(Portugal) ................................................................................................................ $285 - $355

M-759531  Fair Isle Knit Pillow, 20" x 15" (Peru) ................... $159

M-565722  Cable Knit Throw, 72" x 54" (Peru) ................... $260

---

**MAGNOLIA BED**

M-960112  Magnolia Duvet Cover Set, Full/Queen, King, Cal. King  
(Portugal) ................................................................................................................ $355 - $430

M-960122  Magnolia Shams, Standard, King, Euro  
(Portugal) ................................................................................................................ $85 - $100

M-960132  Forest Tapestry Sheet Set, Queen, King, Cal. King  
(Portugal) ................................................................................................................ $215 - $250

M-960292  Arts and Crafts Matelassé Coverlet Set, Queen or King  
(Portugal) ................................................................................................................ $285 - $355

---

**STORE LOCATIONS**

New York • London • Aspen • Santa Fe
Chicago • Kansas City • Washington, DC

peruvianconnection.com